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About This Content

THE COMPLETE STRATEGY GUIDE FOR THE TWO WORLDS II EXPANSION PIRATES OF THE FLYING
FORTRESS

The world of Antaloor is huge – and now it’s even larger!

An entire Archipelago has been added for only the most daring adventurers to explore…
The official strategy guide will help you not to miss one iota of detail in this exciting world: quest lines, secrets, and of course

acts of piracy! Every Antaloorian adventurer will enjoy the fully packed 128 color pages. Insightful map material, quest
descriptions directly from the developer and detailed equipment descriptions with statistic values will aid your quest. The

bestiary features description of enemies and their weaknesses, and there are descriptions and values of new alchemy ingredients
as well. An alphabetical index is giving an excellent oversight.

Features

Your travel guide to the archipelago of pirates and a mysterious Flying Fortress hovering over the sea

Maps for each island and quest-related maps.
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Multiple routes through the main story quests as well as side quests.

Bestiary with statistics and description of weaknesses of the different monsters

Weapons, armor, alchemy ingredients fully with illustrations and statistics
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Never played so much crap, It feels like a game programmed by a 12 years old kiddie. Dont buy this its not worth it.
Refund incomming.. A great MP game if people actually played it. actually the is fun and the game has fine graphics
i will rate it 8\/10. Selection is terrible, mechanics get stale and repetitious and there's a lot of boring downtime between bosses.
Feels like a game still in alpha.. Giving this a thumbs down makes me sad, but I can't recommend this game.

The short of it is that the creative direction, art, and innovation were amazing, and honestly what caught my eye to buy the
game; this was consistently great throughout.
Gameplay execution, enemy, fight, and level design had major flaws that made it boring, unfair and frustrating in ways that it
shouldn't, such as the necessity for frame perfect execution of the slide kick if you want to use it as intended (and as is
necessary for blocking the charge of the final boss), or random instances where your invulnerability suddenly doesn't matter.

I am excited to see the next game, but beating this game just did not feel good.. Very fun and easy to play :>. It's not bad, but its
not super good. id say it was worth the money, and it was fun. looked good to for a 7 buck game.. This is a great simulator. It
has lots of shells to work with. The display graphics are great if you have a 2Gb video card or better. The only limitations are as
follow: You can't use artists mp3 as background music then post it to certain social media due to copyright laws and You only
have two locations for launching fireworks. You launch from either bardges or a golf course. If you forget and create a display
with an artists music some social media will remove it and warn you about breaking copyright laws.
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Its like a little gaming snack. Fare worth 5$ ����. My fault for not checking what was included, but I expected DLCs. Regardless,
what you do get from this upgrade is not worth it.. It's an interesting take on the raising monsters\/RPG kind of format. There's
good replayability, and a good amount of choices you can switch around on different playthroughs. Being able to change how
the different monsters turn out based on how you train them is neat, even if they don't always end up with the results you were
going for.. Can't believe i've actually played this type of game, it's so addictive!
I've never thought i would play a game like this one, but it was worth it, i recommend!. Just like what it says: Getin, get out, get
paid.. Wanted to buy Vegas Pro originally, but gave this software a chance since it\u2019s cheaper. Surprisingly, this software is
more than enough for editing my videos and pretty easy to master too! I did not encounter any crash or lags while using this for
2 hours straight so I say give this software a go, if you don\u2019t like it just refund it.. Definetly love to play this game. And
this is not even its final form!!!

Tons of fun while playing it either with friends or by yourself (Challenges are amazing if you are playing this game on your
own)

Really looking forward for the tournament and endless modes that are currently work in progress. In the mean time, the
developers are really working on it releasing patches with fixes and some new features.

Very cheap, there are no reasons not to buy this. A must for everybody that likes local multiplayer!!. I found this game to be
overall very enjoyable in short 30~40 minute bursts. The character design is excellent and the music is great and the storyline
and dialog is very well written. It\u2019s not the sort of game you spend 4 hours a day playing, it leans more to the casual
\u201cwaiting between college classes\u201d side of gaming. Highly recommended for anyone who is a fan of youkai
(\u5996\u602a).
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